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Introduction: Locating Identity through Truck Art
As a child in the late 1960s, travelling from Lahore to Peshawar on the Grand Trunk Road, I passed many 
painted trucks (see Fig. 1). I was fascinated by their colours and exciting imagery both bold and garish. I 
moved to New York as a young immigrant in the 1970s. My first day of school was very painful as I spoke no 
English and had a hard time explaining to my teachers and class fellows, the country of my origin. Pakistan 
was a place no one seemed to have heard of and a helpful classmate suggested that it must be in the 
backwaters of America near Louisiana, others said that, “no, it was much further away next to Puerto Rico”! 
The last class of the day was Art – my art teacher welcomed me as a new student and asked me where I was 
from, and my halting answer this time met with the following excited response: “oh, you are from Pakistan, 
you people are such great artists, you paint your trucks!” Truck art thus became an important marker of my 
identity in my new home.

Truck art is an artistic expression of the popular culture of Pakistan, which is practiced in many regions 
ranging from the Khyber Pukhtoon-khawa (K.P.K) in the North West to the Punjab, and south to the cities 
of Sind. The craft is thought to have originated in the region of Khyber Pukhtoon-khawa and the Punjab, 
while the city of Peshawar is considered to be the birthplace of this art.1 Thus, truck art represents the 
cultural identity of various ethnic groups present in this area based on their historical experiences, their 
environment, value system and world view. It is an important folk art among the many other unique craft 
practices, handicrafts and rich folklore of the region.2 The decorated truck is a cultural vehicle, as it carries an 
array of cultural messages and images.3 These form a public mode of communication, which are understood 
by all around.

The truck decorations include paintings, ornaments, hammered metal fittings, woodcarving, 
chamakpatti, chains and so on. Decorated with these various techniques, each truck becomes an individual 
design which carries the cultural expressions and world view of its owner or driver. Truck art is also deeply 
connected to the identity of the community and forms an important expression of indigenous culture and 
heritage.4 It allows human experiences, emotions and feelings to be transmitted through popular art images 
and embellishments. Each truck becomes a unique mobile cultural exhibition which travels throughout the 
region.

History of the Craft
The evolution of truck art is unclear, with some attributing the beginning of the art form with the painting 
of horse driven carriages from the early 1920s.5 At the time of its inception, truck art offered important 
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challenges to traditional painting formats and 
aesthetics through the use of a new visual vocabulary 
to record the values and worldview of Indian society. 
With the advent of the automotive, the art form 
moved to decorate buses and the famous long 
distance carriage trucks travelling on the Grand 
Trunk Road and its offshoots. 

The Bradford trucks began to be imported into 
Pakistan in the 1950s, and the painted and decorated 
Bradford rocket soon became an icon, which was 
synonymous with the craft of truck art.6 For the 
next forty or so years the Bradford and later its 
replacement, the Hino trucks and buses, transported 
this unique art form to every corner of Pakistan. 
The trucks, which travel on the Grand Trunk road, 
the main commercial artery that connects Pakistan 
to Afghanistan and India, are the major means 
of transporting cargo throughout the region, and 
truck decoration became society’s major form of 
representational art.

The development of the art form is also linked 
to cinema billboard painting, as similar stylistic and 
pictorial forms are used, but the range of images and 
meanings of truck art far exceed those of billboard 
art, as truck art caters to a larger audience and 
a diverse range of themes. Some scholars have also drawn similarities between truck paintings and the 
Kalighat paintings of Calcutta as modern representative art forms of the subcontinent.7 Truck paintings are 
also adopted from picture books and school charts, thus invoking the simplest imagery embedded in each 
individual’s subconscious.8 

Truck Art Decorations
Pakistani trucks form a unique three-dimensional 
canvas covered in paintings, metallic and plastic 
ornaments, fluorescent stickers and wooden carvings 
(see Fig. 2). The term ‘truck art’ includes truck 
painting, calligraphy and all applied embellishments 
including metallic clinking chains, metal panels, 
carved wooden panels and doors, fluorescent 
stickers, fabric trimmings, mirrors and colour lights 
among others. Metallic chains and trimmings are 
hung from the front and rear bumpers of the trucks, 
to give a jingling sound, this distinctive sound is more 
pronounced at night when the trucks are travelling 

Figure 1: Painted Pakistani truck. Source: THAAP Archives.

Figure 2: Bradford truck, Source: author.
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on remote roads. The clanging chains also lend music to a truck earning it the name ‘jingle truck’.9 A truck is 
decorated with various combinations of these elements, to make it a unique, one of a kind model. Even the 
painted imagery is unique to every truck, consisting of beautiful landscapes, geometric and floral designs, 
animals and birds, calligraphy of verses from poems and personal quotes.

Purpose and Meanings
The images of truck art have been the subject of much scholarly work, which has aimed to interpret their 
meanings and symbolism. As a popular art form, truck art presents imagery that is easily understood by 
all, using archetypal images, symbols and patterns in colours which are strong, vibrant and loud. It is also 
a means by which a truck owner can represent his world view.10 Moreover, truck paintings can be termed 
as visual metaphors that reflect indigenous knowledge and represent the complexities of popular culture. 
These images range from figural representations to landscape scenes and from symbols to poetry. Truck art is 
very expressive and uses religious and talismanic motifs, in addition to political imagery and subject matter 
of a more personal nature. Owners or drivers ask for certain images and couplets, which are important to 
them to be painted on their trucks, and the truck as such becomes an expression of its driver’s personality.11 
They can be socio-political, spiritual, humorous and thought provoking. The paintings offer an important 
visual narrative which serves as a dialogue between the truck and the general audience. Many times, when 
one is driving behind a truck one comes across paintings or couplets that offer a unique perspective on 
everyday life.  

The relevance of truck art imagery may be understood by looking at the lifestyle of the drivers. The 
drivers spend the major part of the year away from their family and friends, driving in familiar and unfamiliar 
terrain, having to brave adverse road and weather conditions as well as crime and violence. To counter the 
loneliness and monotony of the long and demanding road trips, the truck is perceived as the soul mate or 
as commonly called, the bride or mistress (rani) of the driver.12 There lies a desire to treat the truck as a 
companion and thus decorate it with feminine embellishments and adorn its interior with bridal symbols. 
This act is similar to a man buying ornaments to adorn a mistress or wife. The interior cabin of the truck is 
decorated with bright and opulent embellishments similar to how one would decorate a bridal room. These 
are also the interpretations of a sheesh mahal or 
the palace of mirrors, as it is filled with mirrors and 
reflective surfaces.13 The fact that so much capital is 
invested in these decorations, leaves no doubt that 
these embellishments are critical to the sense of 
belonging of the driver (see Fig. 3).

As the truckers travel into the war zones in Swat 
and the tribal areas, and ferry NATO and American 
military supplies through the treacherous Khyber 
Pass into Afghanistan, the tranquil images painted 
on the trucks offer a stark contrast to their dangerous 
environments. Truck paintings and decorations allow 
the driver to feel that he exerts some measure of 
control over his environment. The personalisation of 
the truck is also an attempt to turn the vehicle into a Figure 3: Inside of a truck cabin. Source: THAAP Archives.
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personal domain, thus the driver is in fact transporting his domain and territory with him. The truck images 
also reflect the essential relationship between the driver and the vehicle, which is passionate, protective and 
fantastical. The decorations also have symbolic meanings that are meant to ensure the safety and well being 
of the driver and his livelihood (truck).14 The desire to avoid misfortune and gain good fortune, explains 
the many talismanic objects, symbols and explicit religious motifs on the truck. From the use of overtly 
religious symbols like the Ka’ba, mosques and shrines and so on, there are talismanic/protective symbols 
painted like the ‘eye’, which is intended to protect the truck and the driver against jealousy, envy and the 
‘evil eye’ of rivals. 

Images and Symbols
Trucks are painted and decorated with a variety of images, some of which are unique to a truck while 
others are recurring themes of truck art. These various images and their meanings require a closer look. The 
important imagery on trucks consists of:

l Idyllic landscapes
 Miniature depictions of landscape are usually painted on the small niches on the sides of a truck and at 

times on the largest canvas at the back of the truck carriages. These include tranquil meadows or alpine 
scenery - romanticised and idealised naturalistic paintings. These are highly significant as narratives of 
paradise and indicative of the need of the driver to escape the harsher realities of his environment. These 
utopian images are not native to Pakistan but appear to be copied from western calendars depicting 
scenes of Switzerland.

l Heroes 
 Hero paintings are also significant and are usually placed on the rear of the truck. These can depict war 

heroes, film stars, popular politicians, army generals and national sportsmen. A considerable number of 
these are portraits of matinee idols such as Zeba, Rani, Mussarat Shaheen, Waheed Murad, Sultan Rahi 
and Badar-e-Muneer in assorted design arrangements; most of these are purely imaginative. Popular 
actors are depicted as the righteous hero fighting against injustice, while the actresses are portrayed as 
sexy sirens. Portraits of music legends such as Noor Jehan and Nusrat Fateh Ali are also painted to pay 
homage to their talents. 

  Apart from popular film stars, national heroes like Muhammad Ali Jinnah (founder of Pakistan), 
Muhammad Iqbal (national poet) and war heroes like Major Aziz Bhatti have been commonly depicted 
in truck art. Army generals are also popular 
pin-up boys. In the 1960s the portraits of Field 
Marshall Ayub Khan were often painted at the 
back of trucks and in the contemporary era after 
the 2007 successful operation in Swat against the 
Taliban, the image of Army General Raheel Sharif 
was painted on trucks (see Fig. 4).15 

l Patriotic scenes
 Sometimes truck images show imaginary scenes 

of war involving tanks, jeeps and jet fighters. 
These date from the 1970s and are usually 
references to the Indo-Pak wars of 1965 and 1971. 
Apart from war scenes, painting anti-aircraft guns 

Figure 4: Juxtaposed images of heroes; General Raheel 
Sharif and a folk singer.
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and missiles are also culturally popular, as they 
show that the country is battle ready and able to 
defend itself against any incursion.

l Architecture 
 The trucks from Peshawar generally portray 

historically important places like the Khyber 
Pass, and buildings like the Minar-e-Pakistan 
and the Taj Mahal are also depicted (see Fig. 5).  
Religious buildings like the Kaaba, Masjad-i-
Nabwi, Faisal Mosque in Islamabad, and Badshahi 
Mosque in Lahore are popular images on trucks 
from other regions. 

l Animals, birds and fish
 Culturally significant birds and animals are very 

popular as these form part of local folklore and 
narratives. These include the colourful peacock 
symbolising beauty; loyal parrots; romantic 
pigeons; and graceful eagles. Animals like lions 
and tigers are depicted to show strength and 
bravery. Fish are frequently used for good luck. 
The white horse of Hussain is a popular image. 
Maybe the most romantic and mythical creature painted is the Buraq: half-woman, half-horse with 
wings. The Buraq is reported to have flown the prophet Muhammad (PBUH) to heaven and back in the 
flash of an eye (see Fig. 6). 

l Religious and talismanic images 
 Religious images usually involve the Kaa’ba and mosques; the name of Allah and Muhammad, along 

with Ali and Hussain are added to the top of the front cabin of the truck. The prayers of Bismillah, 
Mashallah and Inshallah are also used for gaining blessings. These are always painted at the front of the 
truck and placed above the front windscreen, which almost forms the forehead of the truck.

 The more interesting symbols are the eye or eyes painted on the front of the truck that are supposed to 
avert danger. These are always women’s eyes, which are delicately painted and very beautiful. The eye is 
an important talismanic symbol that acts as a warder of the evil eye (nazar) meaning jealousy and envy 
(see Fig. 7).

l Texts and one liners
 Apart from imagery, couplets, quips and one liners form an important part of truck decoration. These 

are prayers for one’s parents or a loved one and funny quips for the passersby. The most interesting ones, 
however, are the romantic verses. Some common verses that are copied generally for most trucks are, 
‘maa ki dua, jannat ki hawa’ (a mother’s prayers are like the breeze of paradise) or the universal, ‘pupoo 
yar tang nakar’ (Pupoo don’t bug me – Pupoo being the ordinary Tom, Dick or Harry). The romantic 
verses are always personalized for a particular truck and one can mostly find unique examples of these 
at the rear lower portion of the truck, a position where they are most likely to be read by the vehicle 
behind the truck (see Fig. 8). These romantic verses usually lament the absence of a loved one and 
despair about how cruel fate has come between the two. Some verses may grieve over the loss of a 
merciless mistress. Some couplets are flirtatious, bantering with all those who pass by. The traditional 

Figure 5: Juxtaposed images of the Taj Mahal and Kaaba 
and the Prophet’s mosque on the front of a truck.

Figure 6: The Buraq painted at the back of a truck. Source: 
Raja Taimur Walli.
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verses and language have also been updated and 
modern lines such as, ‘pout magar pyar sey (pout, 
but with love)’ are found on college buses.

The traditional designs as well as their representations 
have changed with the methods of applying truck art 
(see Fig. 9). Trucks in the past were predominantly 
decorated through paintings. Today many ready-
made images are available to apply on trucks and 
decorate them in a shorter time. These include 
various kinds of sticker sheets as well as metallic 
plates that can be screwed onto the truck body. 
Digitally printed images are also used to decorate 
trucks; these are printed on panaflex sheets and nailed to the wooden panels at the back of the truck.The 
themes of birds as well as the talisman that protect against the evil eye are recurring, but their depiction 
style and materials have changed. The sources of most of these designs are folklore as well as myths. But the 
most important factor that drives designs to retain their appeal are peoples’ beliefs that a particular motif 
will bring good luck or ward off evil.

The painting of trucks with particular regionally relevant elements like Pushtu or Punjabi movie stars 
would enable the vehicles to be recognisable as belonging to a particular region. The area of Swat in KPK 
also had a tradition of using wood carved doors in the trucks that made them unique, as well as showcasing 
the craft (see Fig. 10). Now trucks are less distinguished and use mostly uniform metallic decorations that 

Figure 7: Painted eyes on the back of a truck. Source: Raja TaimurWalli.

Figure 8: Juxtaposed text images; ‘A mole has decorated 
your cheek, I am flirting with you, otherwise there is not 
much in a drivers life’ and ‘Pout, but with love’.  Source: 
THAAP Archives
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can be bought in any market across the country. 
Most of these decorative elements are imported 
from China and do not offer any particular regional 
variations. In fact, today’s trucks form a certain kind 
of homogeneity (see Fig. 11). 

Truck Artists and Ustads
Truck art is not taught formally but rather learnt at 
the truck karkhanas (workshops).16 Most of the truck 
artists have had no formal schooling in art, and learn 
their skill on the job, training under an ustad (master 
craftsman) (Fig. 12). The artists use their imagination 
and inspiration to create fantastical images, as well 
as use culturally common embellishments inspired 
by popular folklore. The motifs on trucks display not 
just aesthetic considerations, but attempts to depict 
aspects of the religious, sentimental and emotional 
worldviews of the individuals employed in the 
truck industry. Truck decorations depict the hopes, 
aspirations and dedication of its owner to provide a 
good service.17 

Decline of Truck Art
This paper arose out of a UNESCO sponsored project 
on mapping the crafts of K.P.K. and F.A.T.A. The 
trucks of K.P.K., have traditionally been unique 

Figure 9: Juxaposed images comparing a traditional 
painted peacock and modern stickers of peacocks. Source: 
THAAP Archives.

Figure 10: Juxtaposed images of a traditional carved 
wooden door and a modern metallic door. Source: THAAP 
Archives.

Figure 11: Modern truck art. Source: THAAP Archives.
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because of their vivid depiction of film actors and 
actresses as well as their richly carved wooden doors. 
The study found only two kharkhanas (workshops) 
operating on the Ring Road of Peshawar, which 
offered truck decorations. It was also discovered that 
the nature of the craft had changed a great deal in 
the last ten years and had undergone a decline. The 
major reasons for this are the following:

l Taliban and fundamentalist pressures:
 The fundamentalists belonging to FATA, Swat, 

Dir and peripheral regions pressurise and persecute truck drivers to remove human and animal imagery 
from the trucks.18 They have also driven the truck artists out of their areas and closed many kharkhanas. 
Out of fear of persecution as well as of their carriage wares being looted or damaged, truckers have 
stopped taking the old painted and embellished trucks into these areas. These have now been replaced 
with new trucks painted with modern and abstract designs. 

l Technological changes:
 Truck paintings are costly and time consuming. These are being replaced by cheaper alternatives like 

plastic and sticker decorations and in some cases by digital printed images on panaflex sheets, which 
can be nailed onto the trucks. The traditional wooden carved doors are expensive and are being replaced 
by regular truck doors. The craft of painting trucks has been the first of the truck embellishments to 
decline. It is not being practiced on a large scale and is now being replaced with cheaper painted plastic 
panels that are being imported from China.

l Cultural changes:
 It was discovered at one of the truck karkhanas that traditional intricate imagery was being replaced 

by larger and more modern designs, either floral or geometrical. These are matching with the designs 
on containers that come here from all over the world containing goods. Many of the cultural images of 
mythical creatures and other important symbols are no longer being painted on trucks and have been 
replaced with geometric and abstract designs.

Filtering of Truck Art to Other Vehicles
By the 1980s the art of painting trucks and buses had filtered down to painting the backs of rickshaws in 
Peshawar. The themes are similar, lush landscapes, famous Pushtu heroes and heroines and sometimes 
patriotic war scenes. The backs of rickshaws offered a smaller canvas for these images; the doors of rickshaws 
were also decorated in plastic and metallic embellishments.

In recent years the city buses that provided public transport have been replaced by smaller Suzuki 
vans which are decorated with truck art. The bulk of the decoration of these is done through the use of 
fluorescent stickers, metallic and fibreglass panels and cut-outs. The vehicles are no longer painted and 
most of the embellishments can now be bought in speciality stores. These trimmings are applied on the 
vehicle by the driver with the help of an assistant. 

The continued use of truck art as an attractive and transportable art form continues with its use in 
Suzuki vans (see Fig. 13). The concept of making a vehicle attractive to customers is no doubt an important 
aspect that has continued from earlier times. The use of imagery to create an individual identity for a van 

Figure 12: Juxtaposed images of truck artist and craftsmen. 
Source: author.
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is also an important part of continuing with this 
tradition of embellishment.

Truck art imagery then was transmitted to small 
carts of kulfi (ice cream) and corn cobs. The first 
decorated carts belonged to Pathans who painted 
the images of Khyber Pass on the small carts. Other 
motifs included painting of roses and geometrical 
patterns (see Fig. 14). 

Modern Usage of Truck Art
The resurgence of truck art has taken place in the last 
few years, with the art form now being transferred 
onto both everyday items and into high fashion 
accessories (see Fig. 15). The progressions and 
changes in the popular art form have occurred due 
to the changing times, fashions and culture. The use 
of digital printing in creating realistic looking truck 
art designs has greatly enhanced the use of the art in 
every conceivable form. 

In addition to these, everyday objects like 
furniture items, linen, chests, lanterns, kettles, pots 
and table ware are being painted and printed with 
truck art motifs (see Figs. 16 and 17). These objects are 
eye-catching, fun and popular, marking the public’s 
easy access to the art. The art form has expanded 
into each and every commodity and appeals to the 
younger generation as it is perceived to be informal, 
modern, unpretentious and indigenous. 

Truck art has become an inspiration for fashion 
designers and a regular feature on catwalks since 2010 
when designer Maheen Khan launched her truck art 
inspired brand Gulabo.19 The designer placed truck art 
images on handbags, cloths and t-shirts with quick-
witted one liners as well as couplets. The popularity 
of the art form reached its peak with designer wear 
Karma’s launch of its Imran Khan kurtas.20 The kurta 
was sold out in days as the 2013 elections were around 
the corner, and it became the must have clothing 
of the new politically aware Pakistani youth. Today, truck art is a hot design commodity gracing fashion 
runways and receiving international acclaim. Many designers stock clothing and accessories with truck art 
motifs, patterns and bright colours. This style of imagery has been used successfully for political statements 
as well, enforcing the art form’s relevance to populist culture.These appropriations of a popular art into 
designer wear allow high end objects to draw on the art form’s popular appeal and social philosophy. 

Figure 13: Juxtaposed images of decorated Suzuki vans. 
Source: author.

Figure 14: A kulfi cart. Source: author.
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Figure 15: Truck art one-liners on bowls. Source: author.

Figure 16: A harmonium decorated with truck art decorations. Source: author.
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Figure 17: Everyday items painted with truck art motifs. Source: author.

Many artists are also painting artworks that use truck art imagery and popular slogans. These evoke a 
common visual language familiar to all. Aditi Saigol is one contemporary artist who takes her inspiration 
from truck art, as she sees the truck as an expression of the driver’s personality; serving as a vehicle of the 
driver’s life as well as a vehicle of his work, uplifting his spirit and pride (see Fig. 18).21 

The use of truck art to decorate architecture is also an important diffusion of the art form. Traditionally, 
the technique of fresco was used to decorate buildings internally and externally. This was a time consuming 
method which required master craftsmen. Today truck artists are being employed to paint truck art inspired 
patterns on buildings, using the same palette of bright and garish colours (see Fig. 19).

The identification of truck art with Pakistan is universally recognised allowing the indigenous art form 
to be used in more formal settings. The new Islamabad International airport was inaugurated in May 2018. 
While the terminal building of the airport is very modern in design and amenities; its interior has been 
decorated with truck art style images (see Fig. 20). This is an important decorative style which will give 
visitors to the capital city their first flavour of the popular art form. 

Truck art is one of a few traditional art forms that has transcended time, cultural and technological 
changes to retain its appeal. It continues to be used widely in newer forms to express the Pakistani cultural 
identity, as indicated by its diffusion into the overseas market.22 The painting of the red London buses with 
truck art images in 2017 was an important indicator that the art form had come to successfully represent 
Pakistani culture internationally.23 
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Conclusions: Transformation 
and Continuity
The iconography of Pakistani truck art is ideological, 
based on cultural references that are expressed 
through a visual vocabulary and metaphors 
understood nationally. Traditionally, truck art allowed 
communities to communicate their exuberance and 
philosophies to others. The trucks on the roads not 
only provided a colourful and playful art form but 
rather bantered with other travellers on the roads 
through imagery and witty one-liners. Decorated 
trucks offered an important vehicle to express 
worldviews, humour, faith, spirituality and cultural 
expressions of communities. 

Figure 18: ‘Stop me if you can!’ Painting by Aditi Saigol. 
Source: Aditi Saigol

Figure 19: Columns of the metro bus track, Rawalpindi. Source: author.
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Truck art has declined in KPK as its primary 
practitioners, the local people of KPK have been 
uprooted from their homes and moved into camps. 
In addition, the recruitment of young people 
away from their communities and livelihoods into 
fundamentalist Islam has disengaged the young from 
cultural practices like truck art. The rapid processes 
of modernisation have also hampered the continuity 
of cultural knowledge transmission, which has 
resulted in breaking the links with the past. This has 
left dispersed communities with fragmented forms 
of cultural knowledge and a lost sense of identity, 
which has resulted in a loss of craft practices like 
truck art. 

The art form gave a vital voice to practitioners and 
vehicle owners/drivers which empowered them. This has been the main loss that truck artists and drivers 
have suffered. Traditional crafts incorporate cultural knowledge, values and skills. Conflicts, migrations, 
globalisation and homogenising of culture are a major threat to indigenous craft-making. Truck art is one 
of many craft techniques that has declined in its original form, and the painting of trucks may not survive 
in traditional communities for much longer. Preserving traditional craft-making is important in order to 
safeguard intangible cultural heritage, and to prevent the marginalisation of the communities who make 
these crafts. But, interestingly the threat to the imminent disappearance and extinction of truck art has 
been halted by its adaptation in more modern forms. The popularity of truck art in newer forms and objects 
has allowed this distinctive popular art to survive in the digital age. Truck art is fascinating because in every 
mode of practice it shows experimentation and the incorporation of the most current cultural symbols. 

Political imagery and social statements change with the times. The use of bright colours and idealised 
images allows the art form to communicate meanings to viewers and this is the most relevant aspect of the 
popular art that makes it a form of cultural expression as well as a critique. The most critical feature of truck 
art is that it is continually transforming and progressing, which allows it to be used on an array of objects to 
transfer meanings and humour. The continual use of truck art in new forms reflects a considerable amount 
of nostalgia for the good old days as well as the desire for ornamentation of objects. Cultural changes are 
reflected in the changes in materials but the images retain the idealism that we associate with the art on 
trucks.

This research shows that the craft of truck art has evolved and changed throughout its history, moving 
from decoration of trucks and buses to vans and rickshaws, to carts and now to furniture, apparel, everyday 
items and buildings. The images and symbolism of truck art has successfully changed its traditional modes 
of communication to more modern forms to retain its appeal. Its imagery has also bridged the gap between a 
traditional art form and modern graphics. It has developed as a credible source of expression for indigenous 
as well as modern communities, through its transmission from indigenous culture to high culture, and its 
transformation as a popular contemporary art form. The paper concludes that truck art is a rare example of 
a traditionally practiced craft that has evolved over time to become a modern and unique art form, while 
retaining its Pakistani identity and appeal. 

Figure 20: Baggage area of the New Islamabad airport, 
2018 Source: Javed Mohsin.
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